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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
WILLIATA NEILSON IVcCOIVIB, CE NEW YORK, IN. Y. 

LGHSEE. 

2,050,96. 
Application filed November 22, i910. 

Specification of Letters Patent, Pateratei Jaa. 2A, i93. 
Serial No. 593,604. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM. N. McCoyiB, 

a citizen of the United States, and a resi 
dent of the borough of Manhattan, New 
York city, in the county of New York and 
State of New York, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Light 
Shields, of which the following is a specifi 
cation. 
My invention relates to improvements in 

light shields, generally, and in particular to 
shields for incandescent lamps. 
A great many colored lamps are in use 

at the present time in electric signs and 
other places. The color effect for these 
lamps is usually obtained either by making 
the lamps of colored glass or by coating the 
lamps with a coloring solution. Both these 
methods are objectionable-colored glass 
lamps are too expensive, and the coloring 
matter, due to the expansion and contraction 
of the lamps, as well as the action of the 
weather, usually facies, and soon weal's (fl. 
Still another method has been used to sole 
extent-this is shown in Patent No. 94,29(3. 
and consists of a glass cap fitted ove' the 
end of the lain p and held in place by spiring 
arms engaging the body of the lan). Even 
this method is open to lay serious objec 
tions-the glass caps : 'e expensive to make 
aid as they are extremely rail, the reak 
ing loss is considerable; ii'ass is the only 
material so fa' foll (t ) racticalle for the 
spring a ris a little' the heating action 
of the lan) the sing a 'is stion lose their 
resiliency, it "it iing the ('as () ('coine 
loosened ai) ( 'itally (lises: get roi ( 
lan). 

It is the olject () y investion () () (1'- 
conic these vari) is lie c't () is at this I do 
by attaching a color slicit to the all ly 
a lechanical ille is it it ('h a \; \' that it. 
'a iliot, le(s)): (see () i' ('citiei) tally (le 
tached ''): the tip. 

AI) (titl' feat ti' ()f inli' Velet. ('til sists 
in II: king the (': ) () f : (i) (; )eir at less 
breakille laterial than glass, Stich as by 1'- 
iii). 

in its refe!'"'. for t e ii ve) () ( (i- 
sists of a color shiel, which is st' ('I''( in 
lace to the all y le: s () i : enter 

fitted () Vel' the () ( site ('i () () the lit)) 
than tal. () whi'l the shief is a lict. the 
said Jelle' it'iig () It'ss (lin ( : ' ' than the 
greatest dialet ('' () i? the la), : (1 a ne: is 
of collection between the illeil be it it the , 

color shield. The color shield may be in 
the form of a close fitting cap, preferably 
of slightly less diameter than the greatest 
diameter of the lamp, so as to hug the end 
of the lamp. 
Various other objects and features of the 

invention will appear as the specification 
proceeds. 

I have illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings several preferred forms of the in 
vention, but it will be understood that 
Various changes and notifications may be 
lilace the 'ein without departing from the 
spirit and scole of the invention. 

In the drawings: Figure 1 is a side ele- . 
ration of the invention in its simplest form, 
as applied to a lan) bulb, certain of the 
parts loeing broke a way and shown in sec 
tion. Fig. 2 is a like view of a slightly dif 
fei'ent form () f the il vention in which ti 
shield entirely incloses the lamp. Figs. 3 
an illustrate clifferent ways of securing 
the shiel in lace. 

Like 'eference character's refer to like 
laits i' tighout the several views. 
My in loved light shield may, and pref 

erally dies consist of a close fitting cap 1, 
which, as shown in Figs, 1 to 4, is engaged 
on the end of the lanp bull) 2. This cap 
}}lay, if (lesi'e (, be inade of glass or similar 
transpai'eit ()' translucent material. For 
this lose, howeve', prefer to use a 
cheael' and intre d'able material such as 
pyroli. At in fillite variety of color's may 
be obtained it this material and a cap made 
of this laterial lossesses a degree of re 
siliency anti flexibility which is desirable. 
The ca) is preferably made of a slightly 
less (iii) eter than the greatest, diameter 
(if ( ; ) is as to closely hig the end of 
tle lili). Tle (') is referably settled in 
la ('ely leis it lacie? to a men be which 

is ?itect (yer the smaller end of the lamp 
aid is () i? a dial eter ('ss th; in the greatest 
(liameter of the lai) to 'event its slipping 
() ver' the lead of the all). This member 
lay be either in the for of a collar 3, as 

it is late ii) lisrs. 1, 3, and 1 or if it, is 
(desire to shield the enti'? globe, this inclin 
bel lay be in the shale of a jacket 4, inclos 
ing the smaller end of the globe, as in Fig. 
2. Wriots eas of connection between 
the (': ad the secting neme!’ may be 
(uployed. I’re ferally, however, these two 
rts are secret together ly, leans of a 
bead 5. On one of the parts, which interlocks 
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with a corresponding flange or bead 6 on the 
other member, as illustrated in the first two 
figures. Thus in the forms shown in Figs. 
and 2 the cap would be applied to the end 

5 of the lamp, and the collar or the jacket, 
as the case may be, would then be slipped 
over the smailer or inner end of the lamp, 
and by bringing the flange on the one part 
6ver the bead on the other part, the meeting 

10 edges would interlock to secure the cap in 
place. The annular securing member may 
be made of the same material as the cap, 
or, if found desirable, this securing member 
could be made of fiberoid, metal or other 

5 material. 
As the lamp globes sometimes vary in size, 

an adjustable connection may sometimes be 
found desirable. This may be attained, as 
in Fig. 3, by providing openings 7 in the 

20 marginal portions of the collar or jacket, 
as the case may be, through which a wire 8 
or other securing medium is passed. In 
this way the cap may be connected by lacing 
to the coilar or jacket. This method would 

25 be of advantage where the end portions of 
old burnt out colored globes are used as the 
caps. Another form of a justable connec 
tion between the cap and the annular se 
curing member is illustrated in Fig. 4. In 

30 this case one of the parts is provided with 
a lug or pin 9 which is received in an in 
clined slot 10 in the other part. The in 
cination of this slot permits of the desired 
degree of adjustment between the two parts. 
What is claimed, is: 
1. A color cap adapted to closely fit the 

end of an incandescent lamp, and means for Securing said cap in place, comprising a 
member fitted over the smaller end of the 

40 lamp, said member being of less diameter 
than the greatest diameter of the lamp, and 
a means of connection between said member 
and the cap. 

35 

2. A color cap adapted to closely fit the 
45 end of an incandescent lamp, and means for 

securing said cap in place comprising a col 
lar of lesser diameter than the greatest 
diameter of the lamp, fitted over the snaller 
end of the lamp, and connection between 

50 said coliar and the cap. 

maintain the parts interlocked. 
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3. A color cap. adapted to closely fit the 
end of an incandescent lamp, and a member 
fitted over the smaller end of the lamp, said 
member being of lesser diameter than the 
greatest diameter of the lamp and said mem 
ber and the cap having interlocking parts. 

4. A color cap adapted to closely fit the 
end of an incandescent lamp, and a mem 
ber fitted over the smaller end of the lamp, 
said member being of lesser diameter than 

55 

60. 
the greatest diameter of the lamp and said 
member and the cap having interlocking 
parts one of which parts is adapted to be 
yieldingly sprung over the other so as to 

5. A color cap adapted to fit the end of 
an incandescent lamp, and means for secur 
ing said cap in place comprising a collar 
applied to the smaller end of the lamp and 
of a diameter less than the greatest diameter 
of the lamp, the said member and the cap hav 
ing interlocking parts, one of which is adapt 
ed to be expanded to engage over the other. 

6. The combination with an incandescent 
lamp, of a divided shell, the parts of which 75 
are adapted to be fitted over the opposite 
ends of the lamp, the meeting edges of the parts making interlocking engagement, so 
as to secure the shell in place. 

7. A covering for incandescent lamps 
comprising a shell divided into two parts, 
which parts are designed to be fitted over 
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the opposite ends of the lamp, and means 
carried by the meeting edges of the parts 
for securing said parts together. 

8. A light shield for incandescent lamps 
comprising a collar applied to the lamp 
bulb on one side of the greatest diameter 
thereof, said collar being of a lesser diam 
eter than the greatest diameter of the lamp, 
and a color cap applied to the lamp on the 
opposite side of the greatest diameter and 
having connection with the said collar. 

Signed at New York city in the county 
of New York and State of New York this 95 
19th day of November A. D. 1910. 

WILLIAM NELSON McCOMB. 
Witnesses: 

AURA. E. SMITH, 
AXEL V. BEEKEN. 
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